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MotivationMotivation

Many proposals introduced to handle aggregates in Logic Many proposals introduced to handle aggregates in Logic 
Programming in the late 80Programming in the late 80’’s and early 90s and early 90’’s.s.

Most of these proposals focused on providing a sensible Most of these proposals focused on providing a sensible 
semantics for programs with recursive aggregates.semantics for programs with recursive aggregates.

Recently a number of proposals based on the spirit of the Recently a number of proposals based on the spirit of the 
answer set semantics are provided.answer set semantics are provided.

Most of the implementations build on these proposals did not   Most of the implementations build on these proposals did not   
handle programs with recursive aggregates (e.g., DLVhandle programs with recursive aggregates (e.g., DLVAA).).

MotivationMotivation

Example (Company Control)Example (Company Control)

control_shares(X,Y,N) :control_shares(X,Y,N) :-- owns(X,Y,N).owns(X,Y,N).
control_shares(X,Y,N) :control_shares(X,Y,N) :-- company(X), control(X,Z), company(X), control(X,Z), 

owns(Z,Y,N).owns(Z,Y,N).
control(X,Y) :control(X,Y) :-- company(X), company(Y),company(X), company(Y),

sum({{A, control_shares(X,Y,A)}})>50sum({{A, control_shares(X,Y,A)}})>50..
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IntroductionIntroduction

ASPASP--CLP(CLP(AggAgg) ) was capable of computing answer sets of arbitrary was capable of computing answer sets of arbitrary 
programs with aggregates without any syntactical restrictions programs with aggregates without any syntactical restrictions 
imposed on the inputs, i.e., aggregates stratification.imposed on the inputs, i.e., aggregates stratification.

However, the However, the ASPASP--CLP(CLP(AggAgg)) system is based on a semantics that system is based on a semantics that 
does not guarantee minimalitydoes not guarantee minimality of answer sets.of answer sets.
–– Example:Example:

p(1).p(1). p(2).p(2). p(3). p(3). 
qq ::-- sum({{X, p(X)}}) > 10.sum({{X, p(X)}}) > 10.
p(5) :p(5) :-- q.q.

MM11 = {p(1), p(2), p(3)} and = {p(1), p(2), p(3)} and MM22 = {p(1), p(2), p(3), p(5), q}.= {p(1), p(2), p(3), p(5), q}.

Furthermore, our experiments with Furthermore, our experiments with ASPASP--CLP(CLP(AggAgg)) indicate that the indicate that the 
cost of communication between the constraint solver and the cost of communication between the constraint solver and the 
answer set solvers is answer set solvers is significant for large instancessignificant for large instances..

New SemanticsNew Semantics

In this work, we explore an alternative to In this work, we explore an alternative to ASPASP--CLPCLP, called , called 
SmodelsSmodelsAA, that follows a new semantics., that follows a new semantics.

Aggregate Solution:Aggregate Solution:
A solution of an aggregate A solution of an aggregate cc is a pair is a pair <S<S11, S, S22>> of disjoint sets of disjoint sets 

of ground atoms such that for every interpretation of ground atoms such that for every interpretation MM, if , if SS11 ⊆⊆ MM and and 
SS22∩∩M=M=∅∅ then then cc is satisfied by is satisfied by MM..
Let Let SOLN(SOLN(cc)) denotes the set of all solutions of denotes the set of all solutions of c c ..

Example:Example:
Let Let cc be be sum({{X, p(X)}}) sum({{X, p(X)}}) < 5< 5 and let Band let Bpp = {p(1), p(2), p(3)}= {p(1), p(2), p(3)}

SOLN(SOLN(cc) ) = { = { 
<{p(1)}, {p(2)}>, <{p(1)}, {p(3)}>, <{p(1)}, {p(2), p(3)}>, <{p(1)}, {p(2)}>, <{p(1)}, {p(3)}>, <{p(1)}, {p(2), p(3)}>, 
<{p(1),p(2)}, {p(3)}>, <{p(1),p(3)}, {p(2)}>, <{p(2)}, {p(3)}>, <{p(1),p(2)}, {p(3)}>, <{p(1),p(3)}, {p(2)}>, <{p(2)}, {p(3)}>, 
<{p(2)}, {p(3),p(1)}>, <{p(3)}, {p(2)}>, <{p(3)}, {p(2)}>, <{p(2)}, {p(3),p(1)}>, <{p(3)}, {p(2)}>, <{p(3)}, {p(2)}>, 
<{p(3)}, {p(2),p(1)}>, <{p(3)}, {p(2),p(1)}>, <<∅∅, {p(2)}>, {p(2)}>, <, <∅∅, {p(2),p(1)}>, , {p(2),p(1)}>, <<∅∅, {p(3)}>, {p(3)}>, , 
<<∅∅, {p(3),p(1)}>, <, {p(3),p(1)}>, <∅∅, {p(3),p(2)}>, <, {p(3),p(2)}>, <∅∅, {p(3),p(2),p(1)}>, {p(3),p(2),p(1)}>

}}
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New SemanticsNew Semantics

Set of minimal solutions of Set of minimal solutions of cc is is SScc = {= {<<∅∅, {p(2)}>, <, {p(2)}>, <∅∅, {p(3)}>}., {p(3)}>}.

Unfolding of an Aggregate:Unfolding of an Aggregate:
The unfolding of an aggregate The unfolding of an aggregate cc w.r.t.w.r.t. its solution its solution 

S = <SS = <S11, S, S22>, denoted by >, denoted by c(S)c(S), is the conjunction , is the conjunction SS1 1 ∧∧ not Snot S22..

Unfolding of a Rule:Unfolding of a Rule:
The unfolding of a rule The unfolding of a rule rr of the form:of the form:

a :a :-- cc11, , ……, c, ckk, a, a11, , ……, a, ann, not b, not b11, , ……, not b, not bmm

consists of rules of the form:consists of rules of the form:
a :a :-- cc’’11, , ……, c, c’’kk, a, a11, , ……, a, ann, not b, not b11, , ……, not b, not bmm

where each cwhere each cii’’ is an unfolding of cis an unfolding of cii w.r.t. some solution cw.r.t. some solution cii. . 

ExamplesExamples

Let Let PP11 be the program be the program 

p(1).p(1). p(2).p(2). p(3).p(3). p(5) :p(5) :-- q.q.

q:q:-- sum({{X, p(X)}}) > 10sum({{X, p(X)}}) > 10..
The only solution of The only solution of sum({{X, p(X)}}) > 10sum({{X, p(X)}}) > 10 is is 〈〈{p(1), p(2), p(3), p(5)}, {p(1), p(2), p(3), p(5)}, ∅〉∅〉
and unfolding(and unfolding(PP11) contains:) contains:

p(1).p(1). p(2).p(2). p(3).p(3). p(5) :p(5) :-- q.q. q:q:-- p(1), p(2), p(3), p(5).p(1), p(2), p(3), p(5).
which has Mwhich has M11 = {p(1), p(2), p(3)} as its only answer set.= {p(1), p(2), p(3)} as its only answer set.

Let Let PP22 be the program be the program 

p(2).p(2). p(1):p(1):-- min({X, p(X)}) min({X, p(X)}) ≥≥ 22..
The only solution of The only solution of min({X, p(X)}) min({X, p(X)}) ≥≥ 22 is is 〈〈{p(2)}, {p(1)}{p(2)}, {p(1)}〉〉
and unfolding(and unfolding(PP22) = {p(2).) = {p(2). p(1) :p(1) :-- p(2), not p(1).}.p(2), not p(1).}.
unfolding(unfolding(PP22) does not have answer sets.) does not have answer sets.
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SmodelsSmodelsAA SystemSystem

The implementation of the The implementation of the SmodelsSmodelsAA is straightforward and is straightforward and 
follows the semantics described earlier by:follows the semantics described earlier by:

–– Computing the minimal solution set of aggregate literals.Computing the minimal solution set of aggregate literals.

–– Computing the Computing the unfoldingunfolding of the program based on the of the program based on the 
notion of the minimal solution sets. The unfolding of a notion of the minimal solution sets. The unfolding of a 
program with aggregates is a normal logic program.program with aggregates is a normal logic program.

–– Computing the answer sets of the resulting unfolded Computing the answer sets of the resulting unfolded 
program using offprogram using off--thethe--shelf systems. shelf systems. 

System is available at http://www.cs.nmsu.edu/~ielkaban/asp-aggr.html

Overall System StructureOverall System Structure

The overall structure of the system consists of five stages.The overall structure of the system consists of five stages.

The The Preprocessor ModulePreprocessor Module, in the 1, in the 1stst stage,stage, is mainly used for rewriting the is mainly used for rewriting the 
aggregate literals in a format acceptable by aggregate literals in a format acceptable by LPARSELPARSE..

In the 2In the 2ndnd and 4and 4thth stages, stages, LPARSELPARSE is used. In the last stage, is used. In the last stage, SmodelsSmodels is is 
used to compute the answer sets for the unfolded program.used to compute the answer sets for the unfolded program.

In the 3In the 3rdrd stage, the stage, the Transformer ModulesTransformer Modules,, which is the major component which is the major component 
in our system, is used for computing the unfolding of the input in our system, is used for computing the unfolding of the input programs.programs.
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Transformer ModuleTransformer Module

EvaluationEvaluation
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Conclusions and Future WorkConclusions and Future Work

This system differs from our previous system in two ways:This system differs from our previous system in two ways:
It implements a different intuitive semantics which leads only tIt implements a different intuitive semantics which leads only to o 
minimal models.minimal models.
It does not modify It does not modify LPARSELPARSE and and SmodelsSmodels

The result of our initial experiments shows that this direction The result of our initial experiments shows that this direction is is 
promising.promising.

Our focus in the near future is to optimize the performance of tOur focus in the near future is to optimize the performance of the he 
system by:system by:

Improving the rule expander to reduce the size of the unfolding Improving the rule expander to reduce the size of the unfolding 
program.program.
Improving the aggregate solver to allow more than one grouping Improving the aggregate solver to allow more than one grouping 
variable.variable.


